


GOWPPTROLLER &MEWAL OF THE UNll-Et3 STATES 

WASHIMCTOM. O.C. 2OB4(P 

B- 159687 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The General Accounting Office has made a review of the 
proposed revisions to the price and criteria for uranium enrich0 

ment services, Atomic Energy Commission. In addition we rem 
viewed the increase in price of separative work together with 
the specific assumptions upon which the new price is based. 

The review was made in accordance with your request dated 
June 15, 1970, 

Our principal observations are summarized in the digest 

which appears at the beginning of the report. This report is 

being sent today to the Vice Chairman of your Committee. The 
Commission*6 comments on the facts have been incorporated 

in the report. Due to time limitations, however, the Commis- 
sion has not commented on our conclusions nor on the matters 

for consideration by the Joint Committee. 

We plan to make no further distribution of this report un- 

less copies are specifically requested, and then we shall make 
distribution only after your agreement has been obtained or pub- 

lic announcement has been made by you concerning the contents 
of the report. 

Sincerely your 6, 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 

The Honorable Chet Holifield, Chairman 

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

Congress of the United States 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT i'0 ' 
THE JOINT COi@llTTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY 
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

REVIEW OF PROPOSED REVISIONS 
TO THE PRICE AND CRITERIA FOR 
URANIUK ENRICHIYENT SERVICES 
Atomic Energy Commission 
B--l59687 

DIGEST ------ 

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE 

At the request of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, the General Ac- 
counting Off-ice (GAO) has made a review of certain factors relating to 
the proposals of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to amend its Ura- 
nium Enrichment Services Criteria and to increase its price for sepa- 
rating the isotopes of uranium in its gaseous diffusion plants. 

The proposed amendment to the criteria would change the basis for com- 
puting the charge for separative work from a basis of cost recovery by 
the AEC to a basis which would be more closely comparable to a commer- 
cial operation. The proposed price--an increase from $26 to $28.70 a 
unit of separative work--is based upon the new criteria and is intended 
to represent the price a commercial enterprise would charge on the basis 
of a conceptual plant. (See pa 16.) 

The proposed change in the criteria is being made to implement the Presi- 
dent's announced policy of November 10, 1969, that the uranium enrichment 
facilities be operated as a separate organizational entity in a manner 
which approaches more closely a conamercial enterprise. (See p0 13.) The 
facilities are at Paducah, Kentucky; Portsmouth, Ohio; and Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed change in the criteria, which would require that the enrich- 
ing charge be based on commercial criteria, raises the question of the 
need for and the applicability of the new basis. 

Based upon GAO's interpretation of the legislative history, the language 
of 161~ of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,, and the statements 
from the 1966 hearings on Uranium Enrichment Services Criteria, GAO be- 
lieves that a conclusion that the term "reasonable compensation" as used 
in subsection 161~ permits including a profit over a period of time does 
not appear to be consistent with the intention of the Congress. Thus, 
in GAO's opinion, there is doubt that the revised criteria proposed by 
the Atomic Energy Commission, which admittedly contemplates more than re- 
covery of full costs over a period of time, is authorized. In these cir- 
cumstancesg GAO does not believe that such criteria should be adopted 
without further action by the Congress. (See p0 7.) 



Because the proposed criteria relate only to the pricing method, it 
appears that AEC will in large part continue to depend upon the existing 
plants for operating experience and costs. It is GAO's views therefore, 
that the type of data which will be generated under the revised criteria 
can be accumulated with equal facility under the existing criteria. Thws 
the objective of obtaining commercial operating experience will not be 
enhanced by the proposed criteria. 

AEC's proposed new unit price for enrichment services was computed on the 
basis of a conceptual plant and financial ground rules involving a capital 
structure of 50-percent debt and 50-percent equity, an interest rate of 
7 percent on debt, and a rate of return on equity of 12 percent after 

* taxes. 

There is a degree of uncertainty in the existing criteria because of as- 
sumptions used in projecting costs of operating the existing plants for 
long periods of t?:me. On the other hand, there are assumptions that are 
subject to change in the commercial criteria, such as the debt-equity 
ratios, return on investment, and estimates of plant values> that are in 
addition to those in the existing criteria. GAO does not believe, there- 
fore, that a charge for enriching services established under the proposed 
criteria provides the same degree of price stability within the ceiling 
price as that provided in a charge based on projected costs of operating 
the existing AEC plants. 

Also, AEC has not established a policy to ensure that the periodic re- 
views of the enriching charge are based on reasonably consistent and uni- 
form procedures. The proposed criteria require periodic reviews of eco- 
nomic trends and allow the flexibility to change the basis for developing 
return on investment percentages, debt-equity ratios, and estimates of 
plant value. Each of these factors can significantly impact the outcome 
of the calculations. (See p0 22.) 

AEC's price of $26 a unit of separative work was established on a basis 
that would ensure recovery of appropriate Government costs projected 
over a number of years. GAO believes that, because of cost escalation 
and operating levels lower than anticipated, a price increase may be 
warranted. It appears that the costs related to providing enriching 
services4 based on the existing criteria, will approach and possibly 
exceed the anticipated revenues from the units produced during the pe- 
riod 1966-75. (See p. 31.) 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE JOINT COMMITTEE 

Because of the questionable need for3 and applicability of, the proposed 
criteria and GAO's doubts as to its clear authorization, GAO does not be- 
lieve the proposed criteria should be adopted without further action by 
the Congress. The Joint Committee, therefore, may wish to consider 
whether the proposed amendments to the criteria are needed to accomplish 
the objectives of obtaining commercial operating experience. 
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After consideration of the proposed amendments, if in the judgment of 
the Joint Committee it is deemed advisable to adopt the proposed cri- 
teria, GAO believes the criteria should require a consistent and uni- 
form method of selecting variables and assumptions to provide a degree 
of stability required for future long-term commitments. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The General Accounting Office has made a review of the 
Atomic Energy Commissionqs proposed amendment to the Ura- 
nium Enrichment Services Criteria and the proposed increase 
in the price charged for enrichment services. The review 
was made in response to a request dated June 15, 1970, by 
the Chairman, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Congress 
of the United States. A copy of the Joint Committee's re- 
quest is included as appendix I. The scope of our review 
is described on page 37. 

The criteria set forth the terms and conditions under ' 
which AJX offers, subject to available capability, to pro- 
vide uranium enrichment services -1 The proposed amendment, 1 
announced by AEC in a letter to the Joint Committee dated / 
June 10, 1970 (see app. 111, would change the basis for ', 
computing the charge for enriching services from a cost- i 

! 

recovery basis to a commercial basis. Also, AEX announced 
that the price for each unit of separative work based on the 
revised criteria would be $28.70--an increase of $2.70 from I 
the existing price of $26. i 

The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy held public hear- 
ings on June 16 and 17, 1970, during which representatives 
of AEC and GAO testified regarding the proposed amendment 
to the criteria and the proposed increase in price of 
separative work. 

In the last several years, there has been an enormous 
growth in the size and number of nuclear power plants being 
constructed and operated for the production of electrical 
energy. This development has been accompanied by a corrd- 
sponding growth in the need for enriched uranium which is 

1 
The work devoted to separating a quantity of uranium (feed 
material) into two fractions --one a product fraction con- 
taining a higher concentration of the isotope U-235 than 
the feed and the other a tails fraction containing a lower 
concentration of U-235. 



produced in AECDs gaseous diffusion plants, Government re- 
quirements for enriched uranium during the 197O*s are cur- 
rently projected by AEC to be less than 15 percent of the 
existing plant capacity. On the other hand, requirements 
for enriched uranium for civilian nuclear power plants dur- 
ing the 1970ps are expected to increase at a rate that will 
necessitate major capital investments for increasing the 
capacity of existing plants and for constructing additional 
plants. The increasing requirements for civilian nuclear 
powerhave generated considerable interest in the possible 
transfer of the diffusion plants to private industry. 

The existing Uranium Enrichment Services Criteria (see 
app. X.1 represent an implementation of the Private Ownership 
sf Special Nuclear Materials Act (Public Law 88-489) which 
provided for (I.> the termination of mandatory Government 
ownership of special nuclear materials and (2) the eventual 
mandatory private ownership of power reactor fuels. Private 
ownership avoids the necessity for a major buildup of the 
Government's investment in nuclear material inventories for 
commercial power reactors. AEC estimated that, if mandatory 
Government ownership of nuclear fuel had continued, the 
Government's investment in nuclear fuels in the possession 
of private firms for civilan power applications could pos- 
sibly have reached $3 billion to $4 billion by 1980. 

Section l6lv of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, which 
was added by Public Law 88-489, required AEC to establish 
written criteria, to be submitted to the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy, setting forth the terms and conditions under 
which AEC would provide uranium enrichment services to 
domestic and foreign customers. 

On July 1, 1966,AEX submitted the existing criteria to 
the Joint Committee. At the Joint Committee's request, we 
reviewed the criteria and the proposed contracts for ura- 
nium enrichment services, and, in a report to the Chairman 
(B-159687, August 1, 19661, we stated that the provisions 
having an effect on pricing afforded a reasonable basis for 
recovering, over a long term of operation, the Government's 
cost of furnishing enrichment services and that the proposed 
ceiling charge ($30 a unit of separative work, subject to 
upward escalation for the cost of electric power and labor) 
wouldbe adequate to permit recovery of appropriate 
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Government costs projected over a number of years. The 
criteria became effective on December 23, 1966, and has 
been the basis upon which AEC has offered to provide ura- 
nium enrichment services to its customers. 

On September 21, 1967, AEC announced that the actual 
charge for uranium enrichment services would be $26 a unit 
of separative work based on 0.2-percent tails assay. At 
the Joint Committee's request, we reviewed the basis used 
by ARC in establishing the amount to be charged and, in a 
report to the Chairman (B-159687, September 25, 19671, we 
stated that the charge was adequate to permit recovery of 
appropriate Government costs projected over a number of 
years and was consistent with the criteria. 

Since 1967 we have reported to the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy on two other matters relating to the gaseous 
diffusion plants. These reports were entitled (1) "Possible 
Transfer of the Atomic Energy Commission's Gaseous Diffusion 
Plants to Private Ownership" (B-159687, May 20, 1969) and 
(2) "Issues Relating to the Possible Establishment of a 
Government Uranium Enrichment Enterprise" (B-159687, Octo- 
ber 17, 1969). Both reports suggested a number of matters 
for consideration by the Committee regarding the future 
operation of the gaseous diffusion plants. 

6 



LEGALITY OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN BASIS FOR 

COPG'UTING UwAMIulM ENRICHING CHARGE 

This chapter presents our views regarding the legal 
validity of the new criteria which AEC has proposed for the 
establishment of enrichment charges and has transmitted to 
the Joint Committee for its consideration as provided by 
section 161~ of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 
22Olv. 

Section 16117 provides in part that prices for enrich- 
ment services be established on a basis which will provide 
reasonable compensation to the Government. The subsection 
also requires that AEC establish criteria in writing setting 
forth the terms and conditions under which services pro- 
vided under this subsection shall be made available and 
that, before AEC establishes such criteria, the proposed 
criteria be submitted to the Joint Committee for a 45-day 
period unless the Joint Committee by resolution in writing 
waives the conditions of, or all or any portion of, such 
45-day period., 

The criteria now proposed by .AEC provide that the 
charge for enrichment services be established at a level 
estimated to be equivalent to the charge for work performed 
in new uranium enrichment facilities designed, constructed, 
and operated primarily to serve commercial markets, using 
debt-equity ratios, rates of return on investment, and ap- 
propriate allowances for Federal, State, and local taxes 
and insurance deemed by AEC to be appropriate for a private 
industrial enriching enterprise. 

In view of the provisions of section P6lv, there is 
for consideration the question whether prices established 
pursuant to such criteria would be established gqon a basis 
which will provide reasonable compensation to the Govern- 
ment.lD 

The term vvreasonable compensationv' is not defined in 
the Atomic Energy Act, but it has been held that what 
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constitutes reasonable compensation is dependent upon,the 
facts and circumstances arising in each case. (See Chapman 
v. A. H. Averill Machinery Co., 152 P, 573.) Consequently, 
it is necessary to resort to the legislative history of 
this provision to determine the congressional intent. 

Paragraph v was added to section 161 by section 16 of 
Public Law 88-849 approved August 26, 1964. In the report 
of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, which accompanied 
the proposed legislation subsequently enacted as Public Law 
88-849 (S. Rept. 1325 and H. Rept. 1702, 88th Gong.), the 
Committee expressed the view that: 

"The purchaser would pay the Commi.ssion"s charge 
for enriching services --a charge based generally 
upon the cost of doing necessary processing or 
'separative work' in the Government's diffusion 
plants." (See pa 2.) 

However, later in the report (pa 17 and 18) the Committee 
expressed its concern that a possible cutback in the pro- 
duction of special nuclear materials as a result of virtual 
or complete elimination of weapons requirements, prior to 
the development of a large power-reactor demand for such 
materials, might so increase the unit cost of separative 
work as to impede the development of atomic power if prices 
were established on the basis of full-cost recovery. 

Relative to this matter it is stated in the House re- 
port (p. 18) that: 

"It is too early to predict with certainty the 
precise dimensions of this problem or the best 
method of solution. However, the statement in new 
subsection 161~~ that charges for enrichment ser- 
vices shall be established on a basis which will 
provide 'reasonable compensation to the Government' 
is flexible. In arriving at this determination 
the Commission will have to consider not only the 
Government's costs in providing enrichment services 
but also the national interest in the development 
and utilization of nuclear power.'" 
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I  .  ’ 

The legislative history of this subsection P6lv shows 
an intent to fix a charg based generalby upon the recovery 
of the GOvermentVs cost as stated on page 2 of House Re- 
port '11702 0 The only concern of the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy was that the reduction or possible elimination 
of military needs fcm em-iched uranium might cause the 
pric ecover costs to increase so signifi- 
cant %opment of atomic power would be im- 
peded o The statements on age 18 of the House report with 
respect to fl consideration of the national 
interest are cifically and solely to this par- 
ticular prsb'llem, 

In 0u-r opinisn, the statements concerning %Pexibility 
and national interest would indicate that they relate only 
to the recovery of less-than-full costs and mereby create 
one exception to the earlier positive statement on page 2 
of the report that the charge for enriching uranium wi'b% be 
BBbased generally upon the cost 05 doing necessary processing 
or separative work in the Government*s diffusion plantsOVq 
We think the statement on page 2 reasonably could be inter- 
preted as reflecting an intent to preclude the setting of 
prices so as to recover more than the Government's full 
costs over a period of time. Ttiis interpretation of intent 
would avoid an apparent inconsistency between the statement 
on page 2 and the statements on pages 17 and 18 of the Joint 
Conmitteeq s report o 

The opinion of the General Counsel of the Atomic Energy 
Commission dated July 2, 1970, which was furnished to us at 
our request, admits that the statements on pages 17 and 18 
of the report of the Yoint Committee on flexibility and na- 
tional. inter sts Oqwere made with specific reference to a 
possible nee for the charge for enriching services to be 
Bower than t Goverimentvs full co.stsqv but states further 
that Pgthere $a nothing in the report or in statements made 
at the hearings which would preclude the possibility of 
setting psiees higher than the Government's full costs if 
this appeared to be in the national interest in the develop- 
ment and Ut$bfzation of nuclear power." We do not believe 
that this lwrt statement of the General Counsel gives suf- 
ficient &3%92t to the statement on page 2 of the Joint Com- 

ort that the charge will be based generally on 
the GovernmentPs costs. 
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We agree with the General Counsel of AEC that the term - 
"reasonable compensation1 is broad and could include a 
profit but cannot agree that there is nothing in the aegis- 
lative history to suggest that the recovery of a profIt is 
precluded. We agree also that the Government does recover 

. a proflt under various other laws, some of which use the 
term "reasonable compensation,"V but believe this to be ir- 
relevant. As indicated above, the term 'sreasonable cornpen-. 
sation" has to be construed in accordance with the legisla- 
tive history of each statutory provision. 

Also, we note that, under subsection 16lm rebating to 
certain services other than enrichment services, 'the law 
not only provides for '"reasonable compensation to the Govern- 
ment for such material or services88 but further provides 
that such compensation BBwiZ% not discourage the development 
of sources of supply independent of the Commi~sion~'~ The 
latterphrase does not appear i.n 161~~ InitialBji, the AEC 
proposed amending subsection 16%m merely by adding the words 
"producing or enriching of special. nuclear materimalOsV The 
Congress did not accept this recommendation but rather es- 
tablished the enrichment authority separately in a new sub- 
section 16lv specifically providing that the prices therefor 
"shall be on a basis which will provi e reasonable eompensa- 
tion to the Government.s' 

Additionally, concerning 8greasonab%e eomponsatiorQs and 
'lprofit, II the folkwing statements b B Chairman 
of the Atomic Ener y Commission, ap 29 and 112, 
respectively, of the 1966 hearings before the Joint Cmmit- 
tee on Atomic Energy relating to Uranium Enrichment Services 
Criteria and Related Matters, 

Seaborg, what is 
the basis for choosing the $30 er kilogram unit 
of separative wark as a ceilI.ing charge? 

is is the result sf de- 

ing supplied,) 



-St * * * * 

uo t3ENTATIW PRPCE m What is the Commis- 
simns view concerning the desirability of operat- 
ing the gaseous diffusion plants at a profit? 

The CommissionQs basic policy 
is one of full cost recovery and the criteria 
identify the various costs that the AEC will re- 
cover in the charge. As I indicated, the AEC 

of price stability. 
of our obligations under our contractual arrange- 
ments and the uncertainties and risks therewith, 
we include a certain contingency in our charge. 
(Underscoring supplied, > 

"This contingency will be periodically as- 
sessed and adjusted as appropriate in the light of 
experience, lde also recognize in setting our 
charges the possibility of a future commerical en- 
riching service and the prices that might be as- 
sociated with such a service, However, as a 
basic policy the 

oly position. So we are operating within these 
guidelines, but, of coursep there is considerable 
area of managerial judgment involved in establish- 
ing an appropriate charge.g' (Underscoring sup- 
plied,) 

On page 176 of those same hearings the Joint Committee 
Chairman, Chet Holifield, stated: 

ppI think the words reasonable compensation 
to the Government do have a definite meaning, 
You. cannot pin it down to the pe~y, but the 
going rate of compensation for services rendered 
can apply to the Government as well as to private 
industry and should cover appropriate Government 
costs over a reasonable period of time, 



"1 think this is necessary phraseology where 
you cannot pin it down definitely and‘ you have to 
leave those matters to some judgment. 

"Applicable costs of process development, ap- 
propriate depreciation-- all of those matters are 
matters of judgment and reasonable application and 
are so recognized in our tax laws and any other 
contact that industry has with Government.ff 

Based upon our interpretation of the legislative his- '/ _I _. tory as indicated above, the new language of 161~~ and the 
statements from the 1966 hearings, it does not appear to be 
consistent with the intention of the Congress to conclude 

c that the term "reasonable compensation" as used in subsec- 
tion 161~ of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 
permits including a profit over a period of time. Thus, in . .; . . 

, our opinion there is doubt that the revised criteria pro- 
. . posed by the Atomic Energy Commission which admittedly con- 

- * .. 
: ,. templates more than recovery of full costs over a period of 

I 'time is authorized., We do not believe that, in these cir- 
0 cumstances, such criteria should be adopted without further 
. action by the Congress. 

The full text of the opinion of the General Counsel, 
AEC, and the letter from Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman, AEC, 
transmitting the opinion to us are included as appendix III. 
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EFFECT OF PRQPOSED CHANGE EN 

C's proposed change in the Uranium Enrichment Ser- 
VfCQS riteria provide for computFng the price (df uranium 
enrichment services on the basis of a commercial enterprise 
rather than on the basis of recovering appropriate Govern- 
ment costs, The proposed change is intended to implement 
eh@ sidentOs annol3.nced po%icy of operat ng the uranium 
enri nt faci%ities in a manner which ap roaches more 
closely a com.mercia% enterprise to facilitate the antfci- 
pated future transfer of enriching activities to private 
industry. 

The basic policy issue of changing the criteria to 
provide a price based on commercial criteria raises the 
question of the need for and the applicability of the new 
basis. The estimates made were based on judgments and as- 
sumptions projected over long periods of time. 

.&EC stated that the change in criteria would provide 
experience in operating the uranium-enriching activities in 
a manner which approaches a commercial. enterprise. In our 
opinion the proposed commercial basis has greater uncer- 
tainties and is more vulnerable to change than the existing 
basis, and we believe that data concerning the projected 
operation of a conceptual plant can be accumulated with 
equal facility under either criteria to provide operating 
and cost experience indicative of a commercial. operation. 

On November 10, 3.969, the President announced that he 
had asked AEC to operate its uranium enrichment facilities 

arate organizational entity in sla manner which ap- 
proachea more closely a commercial enterpriseSPI (See app. 
IV.) %he PresidentPs decision was based on his belief that 
the GovernmentIs responsibility for uranium enrichment as 
the owner-operator of the Nation@s only enrichment facili- 
ties eventually should be ended and that these facilities 

13 



should be transferred to private industry, Also this an- 
nouncement stated that the management of plant operations 
would be businesslike and that separate accounts would be 
established to reflect commercial criteria for financial 
accounting, On the basis of the November 10, 1969, an- 
nouncement, AEC reexamined its charge for enrichment ser- 
vices to determine the changes needed to establish the 
charge on a commercial basis, 

The Chairman, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, re- 
sponded to the President's and AEC's actions and stated: 

"One of the most serious deficiencies in both the 
Administration's announcement and the A.EC9s is the 
lack of specific information concerning the magni- 
tude of any price change for the enrichment ser- 
vices. I believe the failure to mention present 
limitations on changes in prices could have an un- 
settling effect on this important industry, Pres- 
ent pricing criteria, established pursuant to law, 
contain a guaranteed ceiling charge subject to up- 
ward escalation for the cost of electric power and 
labor. That ceiling charge was established at $30 
per kilogram unit of separative work, Any change 
in these pricing criteria very definitely would 
have to be submitted to and lie before the Joint 
Committee for a 45-day review period while Con- 
gress is in session before they csuld possibly 
become effective.*** In any event, the AEC will 
be requested to furnish the Committee the results 
of its reexamination of enrichment service charges 
when the review is completed.V1 

After the PresidentIs announcement, AEC undertook a 
study of (1) the changes in enrichment costs and other fat- 
tors which had occurred after the $26 price was established 
in 1967 and (2) what the charge for separative work would 
be under the present criteria and under the proposed cri- 
teria reflecting commercial pricing methods, 

AEC determined that the most appropriate basis for set- 
ting an enriching charge in the future to meet the crite- 
rion of comparability to a commercial operation would be to 
establish a price on the basis of the estimated cost of 



. . : 

separative work from a conceptual enriching plant utilizing 
advanced technology and designed and operated primarily for 
meeting civilian nuclear power requirements, Accordingly, 

by letter dated June 10, 1970, AEC advised the Joint Com- 
mittee that it was amending the criteria to incorporate 
this new basis for computing the enriching charge. In ad- 

dition, AEC announced that the charge for enriching ser- 
vices on the basis of the proposed commercial criteria 
would be $28,70 a unit of separative work. 

Although the PresidentPs announcement anticipated fu- 
ture transfer of enriching activities to private industry, 
there has been no affirmative decision regarding timing of 
such a transfer. We believe that, with respect to the new 
criteria providing for operating and cost experience on a 
commercial basis that will assist private industry in mak- 
ing decisions regarding the possible transfer to private 
industry of enrichment activities, data concerning the 
projected operation of a conceptual plant can be accumu- 
lated with equal facility under either criteria. 



COMPARISON OF EXISTING CRITERIA 
w ITH PROFOS CRITERIA 

The proposed amendments to the criteria would change 
subparagraphs (2) and (3) of section 5, paragraph cc>, The 
amendments provide for changing the basis for computing the 
charge for enriching services from a cost-recovery basis to 
a commercial basis, 

1, The existing criteria state: 

"(2) The Act requires that such charges provide 
reasonable compensation to the Government, AECPS 

charge for enriching services will be established 
on a basis that will assure the recovery of ap- 
propriate Government costs projected over a rea- 
sonable period of time. The cost of separative 
work includes electric power and all other 
costs p direct and indirect, of operating the 
gaseous diffusion plants; appropriate deprecia- 
tion of said plants; and a factor to cover ap- 
plicable costs of process development, ARC ad- 
ministration and other Government support func- 
tions, and imputed interest on investment in 
plant and working capital, During the early 
period of growth of nuclear power, there will 
be only a small civilian demand on the large 
ARC diffusion plants, These plants were orig- 
inally constructed for national security pur- 
poses3 but will be utilized in meeting future 
civilian requirements. In this interim period 
of low plant utilization, the Commission has 
determined that the costs to be charged to the 
separative work produced for civilian customers 
will exclude those portions of the costs attrib- 
utable to depreciation and interest on plant in- 
vestment which are properly allocable to plant 
in standby and to excess capacity, 

"(3) Projections of supply and demand over a 
reasonable time period will be used in estab- 
lishing a plan for diffusion plant operations, 
This plan will be the basis for establishing an 
average charge for separative work over the 
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period involved, which charge will be kept as 
stable as possible as operating plans are peri- 
odically updated, Under such operating glans, 
AEC will at times be preproducing enriched ura- 
nium, Interest on the separative work costs of 
any such preproduced inventories will be fac- 
tored into the average separative work charges.9P 

Criteria proposed by AEC's letter of June 10, 1970, 
stated: 

IV - The Act requires that such 
C de reasonable compensation to the 
Government, In recognition of the commercial 
nature of the primary market to be served, and 
of the fact that the existing facilities were 
constructed primarily for non-commercial mar- 
kets, AEC*s charge for enriching services will 
be established at the level estimated to be 
equivalent to the charge for separative work 
performed in new uranium enrichment facilities 
designed, constructed and operated primarily to 
meet commercial, markets, using debt-equity ra- 
tios, rates of return on investment, and appro- 
priate allowances for Federal Corporate income 
taxes, state and local taxes and insurance 
deemed by the Commission to be appropriate for a 
private industrial enriching enterprise, 

> - AEC will review periodically 
the charge for enriching services on the basis 
of: (a) updated projections of the cost of sep- 
arative work produced in a new enriching plant, 
and (b) the cost of money in the private sector 
of the economy. As a result of such reviews, 
AEC will make any appropriate revisions in the 
charge for enriching services in accordance with 
subparagraph 5. (c)(2), but within the limita- 
tions of subparagraph 5(d) evl 

The Limitations of subparagraph 5(d) referred to above 
are the ceiling on charges for enriching services of $30 a 
unit, subject to upward escalation for electric power and 



labor, This provision is not being changed by the proposed 
amendment, 

AJX implemented the existing language in subparagraph 
(2) by establishing six cost components in arriving at its 
charge for enriching services. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Electric power. 

5. 

6, 

Direct and indirect operating costs. 

Appropriate depreciation of existing plants. 

An added factor to cover imputed interest on invest- 
ment and all other applicable costs. 

Interest on preproduced inventory. 

Appropriate contingency, 
- - 

We believe that, in contrast with subparagraph (2) of 
the existing criteria, AFK"s proposed criteria provide for 
less certainty and a charge determined on this basis is more 
vulnerable to change than is provided for by the existing 
criteria. There is a degree of uncertainty in the existing 
criteria because of assumptions used in projecting costs of 
operating the existing plants and the requirements for sep- 
arative work for long periods of time. There are additional 
assumptions, however, that are subject to change in the pro- 
posed commercial criteria, such as the debt-equity ratio 
and return on investment, Also, estimates of conceptual 
plant values are subject to change with the passage of time, 
Some assumptions are more likely to change than others as 
discussed in chapter 4, 

AEC used a conceptual plant as the basis for determin- 
ing the charge, rather than the existing plants, because: 

--The existing plants were designed to provide 
highly enriched uranium for national defense re- 
quirements, whereas AEC expects that any new dif- 
fusion plant would be tailored to a slightly en- 
riched uranium product, 

--The existing plants were being operated at about 
40 percent of their capacity, 



. .’ 

--Operating schedules for the existing plants 
date been developed to approach the optimum 

had to 
on the 

basis of incremental costs and costs of money to the 
Government. 

AEC believes that, because of these factors, there can 
be honest differences in opinions as to appropriate charges 
for depreciation and interest when the plants are operating 
below capacity and as to the costs of greproduction. AEC 
believes also that certain decisions made on the basis of 
Government operations may be detrimental to operations un- 
der commercial financing. On the other hand, a conceptual 
plant has the inherent disadvantage of not having a fixed 
value because it is subject to change with the passage of 
time. 

Subparagraph (3) of the existing criteria provides for 
projecting the future supply and demand for enriching ser- 
vices to establish a plan to provide a basis for an average 
charge over the period involved and requires that the charge 
be kept as stable as possible. The language with respect 
to stability is not included in the proposed criteria. 

Also, AEC has not established a policy to provide for 
appropriate controls over the selection of assumptions peri- 
odically to ensure consistent and uniform procedures that 
would lead to price stability within the ceiling price. 
For example, the proposed criteria require periodic reviews 
of economic trends and allow flexibility to change assump- 
tions on factors such as return on investment from the pro- 
posed 12 percent as being representative of a return realized 
by manufacturing concerns. 

The ceiling price of $30 a unit of separative work, 
subject to escalation for electric power and labor, was es- 
tablished to provide a degree of long-term assurance to do- 
mestic and foreign nuclear industries that enriching ser- 
vices would be available from the U,S. Government within a 
specified ceiling price, If the amendment is adopted, the 
criteria would contain a charge based on commercial criteria 
but would not change the ceiling charge established as part 
of the existing criteria. 



Due to cost escalation, the ceiling charge was esti- 
mated by AEC in June 1970 to be $32.85, an increase of 
$2,85 from the time it was established in December 1966. 
This means that any increases in price as a result of in- 
creases in the cost of separative work could not exceed 
$32.85--at the present time, 

The new criteria provide that AEC periodically review 
and make appropriate revisions to the charge for enriching 
services on the basis of: 

--updated projections of the cost of separative work 
produced in a new enriching plant and 

--the cost of money in the private sector of the econ- 
omy. 

In a letter dated July 1, 1970, the Chairman, AEC, ad- 
vised us that, because of changed circumstances, if the 
price determined under the new criteria were not adequate 
to recover the Government's projected costs, AEC would con- 
sider whether it would be appropriate to revise the crite- 
ria. (See app, III.> 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE JOINT COMMITTEE 

In our opinion, data on projected financial results of 
conceptual operations can be calculated with equal facility 
regardless of whether the existing criteria are retained or 
whether the proposed criteria are adopted. Also, in our 
opinion the proposed criteria would provide for less cer- 
tainty in that a charge determined on the basis thereof 
would be more vulnerable to change than one determined on 
the basis of the existing criteria. Moreover, our opinion 
as stated in chapter 2 expresses doubt as to whether the 
proposed criteria is authorized. 

Because of the questionable need for and applicability 
of the proposed criteria and our doubts as to its clear au- 
thorization, we do not believe the proposed criteria should 
be adopted without further action by the Congress., The 
Joint Committee, therefore, may wish to consider whether the 
proposed amendments to the criteria are needed to accom- 
plish the objectives of obtaining commercial operating ex- 
perience. 
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After cons%deration of the proposed amendments, if in 
the judgment 05 the Joint Committee it is deemed advisable 
to a sed criteria, we believe the criteria 
shou onsistent and uniform method of selecting 
variables and assPamlptfons in order to rovfde the degree of 
stability re ired for future lo commitments, 



CHAPTER 4 

AEC9S ASSUMPTIONS IN ARRIVING 

AT THE PROPOSED PRICE OF $28.70 

AEC"s proposed criteria has led to the development of 
a new charge for enrichment services of $28.70--an increase 
of $2.70--a unit of separative work. The proposed new unit 
price was computed on the basis of a conceptual 
assuming a capital structure of 50-percent debt 
percent equity with an interest rate on debt of 
and a posttax return on equity of 12 percent, 

plant and 
and 50- 
7 percent, 

The current charge of separative work--$26 a unit-- 
represents about 8 percent of the total cost of nuclear 
power, or 0.5 mills a kilowatt hour. According to AEC, the 
proposed charge of $28.70--an increase of about 10 percent 
over the current charge--results in an increase of 
0,05 mills a kilowatt hour, which is less than 1 percent of 
the total cost of nuclear power. 

The assumptions used in AEC's computation of the price 
for separative work are significant because a change in any 
one of a number of the assumptions could result in a sig- 
nificantly different unit price. For example, a change in 
the debt-equity ratio from 50-50 to 70-30 with all other 
assumptions remaining the same would result in a price of 
separative work of $26.10, or $2.60 below the proposed 
price. A debt-equity ratio of 30-70 would increase the 
price by $2.90 to $31.60. (See apps. V and VI for the 
range in prices which can be obtained depending on the com- 
mercial financial structure used.) 

The unit price of separative work is more sensitive to 
some of the assumptions than others. Also, the stability 
of some of the items is affected by economic conditions and 
trends much more than others. 

A comparison of the cost components of the original 
$26 unit price, a possible price of $28 based on existing 
criteria, and the proposed $28.70 price based on the pro- 
posed criteria follows. 
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$a% .oo $28.70 - 

plants over a campaign of 
incltiis gregroducrion 

Ba5ed on 1970 projected 4IAwermn% costs 0x2 existing plants over a campaign 
of FV 1971 through FY 1980; intel~est on inves%ment including preproduction 
inventories at 5%; plus a %5% contingency. 

CBased on estimates of average cos%s in a new plant wii;h an 8,750,OOO sepa- 
rative work unit capacity; a 25-year plant bi.fe; and assuming comne~~iah 
operations with 50-50 debt-equity financing; 71 interest on debt; 122 re- 
turn on equity; and payments of Federal, State, ad local, taxes. 

In an attempt to implement the President*s announce- 
ment of operating the uranium enrichment facilities in a 
manner which approaches more closely a commercial enter- 
prise, AEC developed a set of financial ground rules to es- 
tablish a basis for determining a unit price for separative 
work, The assumptions which, in our opinion, are the most 
critical in terms of sensitivity and stability are dis- 
cussed below, 

Debt-equity ratios 

AEC used a ratio of 50-percent debt and 50-percent 
equity as reasonable for the conceptual plant, Since the 
enriching enterprise is not directly comparable to any par- 
ticular segment of commercial industry, substantial judgment 
is involved inestablishinganaccegtable andreasonable ratio, 
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Although it is important that the ratio bear a close'prox- 
imity to reality because of the significant impact on-the 
price of separative work, we did not attempt to debate 
which segment of industry --and accordingly, which debt- 
equity ratio --may be most appropriate. Rather we examined 
into a range of ratios to determine the sensitivity of the 
unit price to a change in the ratio, 

The table below shows the range 
obtained by changing the debt-equity 
other assumptions the same. 

of prices which can be 
ratio and leaving all 

Price per unit 
Debt-equity ratio of separative work 

90-10 $24.60 
70-30 26.10 
60-40 27,40 
50-50 28.70 
30-70 31.60 

As demonstrated by the table, a variation in the debt- 
equity ratios, i,e,$ 50-50 to 70-30, results in a unit 
price change of $2.60, or almost 10 percent less than the 
$28.70 unit price, and 50-50 to 30-70 would increase the 
price by $2.90 to $31.60. 

Posttax return on equity 
and interest on debt 

AEC used a rate of return on equity of 12 percent 
after taxes and an interest rate of 7 percent on debt in 
its calculation of the unit price of $28.70 for separative 
work. These rates, respectively, were based on the average 
rate of return on equity for all manufacturing corporations 
for calendar years 1968 and 1969 and on the average yield 
experienced on long-term commercial borrowings during 1968 
and 1969 for high-grade bonds. 

We do not question the appropriateness of the bases or 
of the assumptions used; however, to illustrate the ease 
with which different bases could have been used and, in our 
opinion, equally as justifiable as the bases AEC has used, 
we obtained the following information. 
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We found that, for return on equity, the median return 
on invested capital for large chemical companies for 1968 
and 1969 was 9.7 percent and 9,9 percent, respectively. 
The median return on invested capital. of the 500 largest 
industrial corporations for 1968 and 1969 was lb,7 percent 
and 11.3 percent, respectively, and the industry medians 
ranged from 8.3 percent for textile companies to 17,9 per- 
cent for pharmaceutical companies in 1968 and from 7.9 per- 
cent to 19,1 percent in 1969. (See app, VII,) Similarly, 
the average rate of return for the top 50 public utilities 
(in terms of amounts of assets) for 1969 was 10 percent. 
(See app. VIII.> 

With respect to interest on debt, we determined the 
monthly debt yields on certain triple 1% bonds since January 
1968, Since that time the yield has ranged from a fow of 
5.97 percent in September 1968 to a high of 8.13. percent in 
May 1970. 

We believe it important to recognize the effect that a 
change in these assumptions could have ontheunit price. 
The tables bebow illustrate the variations in the unit 
price of separative work that would result by a change in 
the rate of return on equity or interest on debt with all 
other assumptions remaining constant. 

Effect of a Change in Rate of Return 

Price per unit 
Rate of return of separative work 

10 $27.l.O 
12 28070 
13 29,60 

Effect of a Change in Interest on Debt 

Price per unit 
Interest rate of separative work 

6 $28.30 
7 28.70 

.8 29.20 
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CONCEPTUAL PLANT 

In calculating a unit price of $28.70 for separative 
work, AEC used as the conceptual plant a new gaseous diffu- 
sion plant, which would be separate from the three existing 
plants and would incorporate technology anticipated to be 
available in 1975, Other assumptions used for the plant 
were : 

Annual capacity-- 8,750,000 units of' separative work. 
Capital investment-- $880 million (in 1970 dollars). 
power usage, annually--2,400 megawatt hours, 
Power cost --4,5 mills per kilowatt hour. 
Operation and maintenance (excluding 'power), research 

and development and process support--$16 million an- 
nually. 

Amortization period--25 years. ' 

During public hearings before the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy on June 16, 1970, AEC set forth its reasons 
for establishing a charge for enriching services based on a 
new plant. 

'IThe concept of a new plant was selected as the 
basis for the charge rather than the operation of 
the existing plants, There are several reasons 
for preferring the new plant method, The exist- 
ing diffusion plants were designed and constructed 
to meet national defense requirements which in- 
volve highly enriched uranium 235. The require- 
ments of the civilian nuclear power industry, how- 
ever, are primarily for uranium enriched to only 
a few percent in the U-235 isotope. Since mili- 
tary requirements and stockpiles have largely been 
satisfied, the bulk of future production will be 
the low assay uranium to be used in the light 
water reactors now being constructed and operated 
in large numbers for civilian power purposes. We 
would expect, therefore, that any- new diffusion 
plant built to provide neede additional capacity 
would, accordingly, be tailored to slig 
riched uranium as its product. By basi our en- 
richment charge on such a new plant, we can better 
provide assurance of comparability with the 
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Annual capacity and amortization period 

AEC assumed the annual capacity of the conceptual plant 
to be 8,750,OOO units of separative work and based the es- 
timated price for separative work on this capacity, In ad- 
dition, AEC assumed that the conceptual plant should be 
amortized over a 25-year period. The effect of both of the 
assumptions on the price of separative work is shown in the 
following table. 

Amortization 
period--years 

15 
20 
25 

aInterpolated. 

Unit price for separative work 
8,750,OOO units 17,500,OOO units 

a year plant a year plant 

$30.78 $26.48 
29.40 25.40a 
28.70 24.90 

AEC assumed that the conceptual plant would operate at 
100 percent capacity all of the time. While AEC has had an 
excellent record of operating the existing plants under 
Government ownership, the following table illustrates the 
effect a change in the percentage of operating capacity 
would have on the unit price of separative work. 

Percentage of capacity Unit price for separative work 

100 $28,70 
90 30.50 
80 32.99 
60 40.04 

We believe it 
1969 AEC estimated 
diffusion plant at 

important to note that in fiscal year 
that expansion of the existing gaseous 
Paducah, Kentucky, to provide additional --- 

capacity of 8,750,OOO separative work units would require a 
capital outlay of about $570 million (comparable new plant 
capital costs at that time were $780 million). Also, such 
an expansion of the existing plant would result in a unit 
cost of separative work of $3 less than the estimated unit 
cost of separative work from a new gaseous diffusion plant. 
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Both alternatives --expansion and new construction--were 
based on the use of projected 1975 technology and identical 
financial ground rules, 

With respect to the amortization period of 25 years9 
there is little question as to the capability of the plant 
to last 25 years on the basis of CQs exprience to date. 
A composite life of 33 years is d for depreciating the 
existing plants, ears to be some question, how- 
ever, as to whethe nd by domestic and foreign 
sources on the existing diffusion plants tiEI. remain high 
enough for the next 25 years to fuEly support the existing 
diffusion plants as we%k as any new diffusion plants, The 
reasons for the questionable future demand for such enrich- 

services are (1) de-velopment of breeder reaceors--aECus 
et date is the mid-E980Qs, (2) possible development of 
Pternate process~ such as gas centrifuge for enriching 

uranium, (3) achievement of plutonium recycle, and (4) the 
possibility of foreign enrichment p%ants being built, 

C assumed that power costs, which represent about 
ent of the out-of-pocket costs of operating the dif- 

fusion plants, wo be 4,5 mills per kilowatt hour and that 
the capital inves nt in a new plant (in 1970 dollars) 

80 mi%lion. A ch e in the cost of electric 
relatively signi ant impact on the price of a 

unit of separative work. A change of one-half mill in the 
cost wouEd change the unit price of $28.70 as shown below, 

Power cost 
> 

400 $27.29 
4.5 28*70 
5.0 29,62 

The 4.5 mills per kilowatt hour is roughly equivallent 
rage power cost resently being incurred at the 
iffusion plants, The cost of power from the 
Ifers for the existing aseous diffusion plants 

duriq the first half of fiscal. year 1969 ranged from 
3,966 milPs per kilowatt hour to 4.295 mills, We have been 
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advised that by 1979 costs of power from one supplier could 
be reduced to 3.5 mills per kilowatt hour and from another 
supplier could be as high as 4.5 mills. 

AEC estimated that the capital investment in a new 
plant would be $880 million (in 1970 dollars). Significant 
changes in the estimated cost of a new plant could have an 
impact on the unit cost of separative work. In a report 
dated March 1969, AEC estimated that the capital investment 
for an 8,750,OOO unit plant using 1975 technology would be 
$780 million in 1968 dollars. AEC's calculation of an 
$880 million investment for the conceptual plant is based 
on escalating the 1968 total of $780 million at a rate of 
6 percent a year., 

The table below illustrates the effect an increase in 
the estimated capital investment in a new plant would have 
on the unit price of separative work. 

Capital investment Unit price for 
(millions) separative work 

$880 $28.70 
933 29.66 
989 30.62 
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CHM'TER 5 

AECus price of $26 a unit of separative work was es- 
tablished in 1967 on a basis that would ensure recovery of 
appropriate Government costs projected over a number of 
years, Because of cost escalation and Power operating bev- 
els than anticipated, it now appears that the $26 price 
will not be adequate to recover Government costs over the 
PO-year period through fiscal year 1975; therefore, we be- 
lieve that a price increase is needed to ensure recovery of 
appropriate Government costs. 

On September 21, 1967, AEC announced that the actual 
charge for enriching services should be $26 a unit of sepa- 
rative work, The $26 charge was based on the results of 
studies which projected operations at various levels of 
p-reduction into future periods, These studies were made 
using a set of basic assumptions to determine the effect 
that changes and refinements would have on the cost of op- 
erating the diffusion plants, 

At the request of the Joint Committee, we made a re- 
view of the bases used to establish the $26 price, and, in 
a report to the Chairman dated September 25, 1967 
(B-159687), we stated that: 

O'We believe that, on the basis of our selective 
review of the CommissionDs studies in which we 
accepted the CommissionVs projections as being 
reasonably realistic, the charge of $26 per unit 
of separative work-based on the 0,2 percent tails 
assay is adequate to permit recovery of appropri- 
ate Government costs projected over a number of 
years and is consistent with the Commission"s 
criteria published in the Federal Register on De- 
cember 23, l-966, Further, considering that the 
charge also provides a margin for contingencies, 
we do not see a basis for asserting that a sub- 
sidy is being provided to the domestic or foreign 
nuclear industries, or any portion thereof." 



"Pursuant to the provisions of the criteria, the 
Commission has reserved the right to revise the 
actual charge, within the guaranteed ceiling 
charge, upon 6 months' prior notice, The Commis- 
sion has stated that it intends to periodically 
update its projections and operational planning 
and will consider such changes as may be indi- 
cated by actual production and marketing experi- 
ence* Therefore, should a material change de- 
velop in future years, which would have a conse- 
quential effect on the reasonableness of the then 
applicable charge, we believe that the Commission 
should make any necessary adjustments to its 
charge within the established ceiling charge to 
give effect to changing circumstances.VV 

As of June 1970 escalation of electric power and labor 
costs had increased the ceiling charge by $2.85. Produc- 
tion levels have been lower than forecasted by AEC during 
fiscal years 1968-70, which also contributed to increasing 
the average unit cost for separative work, 

INCREASE IN COST OF SEPARATIVE WORK 

AEC initiated the commercial enrichment program in 1966 
when it began preproduction of enriched uranium for nuclear 
power reactors@ lJnder provisions of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954, AEC could not provide uranium enrichment services 
commercially prior to January 1, 1969; however, it was au- 
thorized to and did execute contracts with domestic licens- 
ees and foreign entities prior to that date, AEC antici- 
pates that, through the early 1970Bs, its annual production 
will exceed sales of enriched uranium and thereby increase 
the inventory of preproduced uranium and that, from about 
1975 to 1980, sales are expected to exceed production, 
During this period the preproduced inventory along with im- 
provements in plant capacity will be required to meet the 
increased demand for enriched uranium. 

A comparision of AEC's original forecast of production 
rates and cost with the actual production rates and cost 
for fiscal years 1967-69 and with the current forecast of 
these factors for fiscal years 1970-75 shows that the total 
number of units of separative work produced and currently 
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forecast to be produced is exrpected to be less than AElC@s 
original forecast, As a result of the lower production 
rates, ects that the average unit cost will be 
higher than forecasted. 

Fixed costs) such as depreciation and interest on 
plant investment, are a significant part of the total cost 
of providing enriching services, Accordingly, fixed costs 
have a greater impact on average unit costs at lower pro- 

uction levels, which, together with increased cost of 
electricity and labor, account for the higher unit costs of 
producing separative work, Also, according to AEC, operat- 
ing costs of the diffusion plants are less per unit of sep- 
arative work when operating at full capacity of about 17 
milPion separative work units than at the current level of 
about 6 million units annually. 

Escalation of costs is an important element in deter- 
mining the unit cost of separative work--particularly for 
electric power which represents about 75 percent of the out- 
of-pocket costs of operating the gaseous diffusion plants, 
The criteria provide, however, for increases in the ceiling 
charge for escalation of electric power and labor costs, 

The change in production and costs is depicted in the 
following table which shows operating experience during the 
period July B, 1967, to Msrch 31, 1970, The average costs 
shown do not include interest on preproduction inventories. 

Fiscal year Fiscal year First 3 quarters of 
w  fiscal year 1470 



The average unit cost for the above 33-month period exclud- 
ing interest on the preproduction inventories was $26,12. 
The table does not include cost figures for fiscal years 
1966 and 1967 because they are classified. 

The increase in unit costs of production was due to 
escalation of costs as well as to decreases in the level of 
production, Beginning in fiscal year 1971, AEC began to 
increase its power levels and will thereby increase its 
production of separative work, AEC expects that, as power 
levels continue to increase, the average unit cost of sepa- 
rative work will decrease because of resulting increases in 
production levels, On the basis of the current forecast,, 
however, it does not appear that such decreases will be suf- 
ficient to fully offset cost increases caused by escalation, 

In the original study supporting the unit price of 
$26, AEC estimated that, for the lo-year period from fiscal 
year 1966 through fiscal year 1975, the accumulated amount 
in the reserve for contingency would total more than $300 
million. AECls actual experience to date, together with 
its current forecast through 1975, indicates that the cost 

I for the LO-year period will exceed revenues by about $160 
million. If a longer period were used, say 15 years, to 
1980, revenues would exceed costs by about $90 million be- 
cause of the anticipated increased production and sales., 

In the original study supporting the $26 price AEC 
used a 5-percent interest rate in its computations. At our 
request ABC recomputed the estimated costs of production 
for the period 1966-75 using its current forecast and the 
following varying interest rates: 

Interest on investment --2.7 percent (based on the aver- 
age Government rate in effect during the period the 
diffusion plants were built, 1949-55). 

Interest on preproduction, 1966-70--4.7 percent, 

Interest on preproduction, 1971-75--7 percent. 

These rates were selected by us as being representative 
of the cost of the Government!s investment, Using these 
rates, the costs of separative work would be about $200 mil- 
lion less than under AECOs original study for the 1966-75 
period. 
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Following is a comparison of AECOs original cost esti- 
mates with (1) its current estimate and (2) the estimated 
cost using the varying interest rates shown above, 

Fiscal 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 

-cost 
Current Varying 

estimates estimates interest 
5% interest 5% interest rates - 

$23,76 
24056 
25073 
23.04 
22*93 
21,38 
20070 
20,22 

$24,84a 
28,5aa 
30,94 
29*32 
27.42 
26071 
26.87 
26005 

$22,88 
25037 
27,98 
26007 
24,55 
24,23 
24017 
23.40 

aActual 

Ekojecting the production costs over longer time peri- 
OdS) such as through 1980,would show further decreases in 
unit costs, For example, through 1980 the case in the en- 
closure to AEC9s letter to the Joint Committee dated 
June 10, 1970, (see pm 8 of appe II) shows an average unit 
cost of $24,40, excluding the $3,60 contingency, for the 
period 1971-80, using a 5 percent interest rate, The gro- 
jections take into consideration the estimated benefits 
during 1975 to 1980 from the cascade improvement and cas- 
cade power uprating programs and anticipated increases in 
the demand for separative work, It should be noted that, 
although it is important to consider the possible effects 
of long-range forecasts of production rates and costs, the 
precision of projection decreases with longer periods of 
time resulting in greater uncertainties involved in such 
projections. 

We believe that3 because costs for the lo-year period 
ending in 1975 are estimated to exceed revenues by about 
$160 million, a price increase is needed to ensure recovery 
of appropriate Government costs over the original period. 



The proposed price increase of $2,70 a unit would be 
expected to result in additional revenues totaling about 80 
to 85 percent of the amount projected as a loss under the 
$26 price through 1975. For the period 1970-80, the $28.70 
price is estimated to result in sufficient revenues to pro- 
vide for recovering Government costs including an estimated 
amount for contingencies, 
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SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Our review was performed at AEC Headquarters in Ger- 
mantown, Maryland, and was directed toward (1) ascertaining 
the legality of the proposed amendment to the criteria, (2) 
comparing the existing criteria with the proposed criteria, 
(3) evaluating the increase in price of a unit of separa- 
tive work, and (4) analyzing the specific assumptions upon 
which the new price is based. 

We reviewed the ILegIslative history of the Private 
Ownership of Special Nuclear Material..5 Act (Public Law 
88-4891. In addition, we obtained the views of various &EC 
personnel knowledgeable of, and responsible for, operation 
of the diffusion plants. 

At the request of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 
and as part of our review, we requested AEC to perform cer- 
tain studies to determine the sensitivity of some of the 
assumptions used in arriving at a new price for separative 
work 0 The studies we requested are listed in appendix VI 
and depict the range in prices which can be obtained depend- 
ing on the commercial financial structure used. 





Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the 

United States 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

By letter dated June 10, 1970, the AEC submitted to the 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in accordance with section 161 v. 
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, proposed amendments 
to the Uranium Enrichment Services Criteria. The Act requires, in 
general, that such amendments lie before the Joint Committee for 45 
days while Congress is in session before becoming effective. The 
AEC also advised the Committee that, pursuant to the amended criteria, 
the charge for uranium enrichment services would be increased from 
$26.00 to $28.70 per unit of separative work. 

On June 12, the Joint Committee announced a public hearing 
to be held on June 16 on these proposed amendments and the increase 
in the price of separative work resulting therefrom. These matters 
are of major importance to the entire nuclear power industry and to 
the public at large. Accordingly, the Committee would like the General 
Accounting Office to review the proposed amendments, the increased 
price, and the specific assumptions upon which the new price is 
in detail and to furnish us with a report thereon. 

The staffs of the Joint Committee and the General Accounting 
,Office have already met informally to review in general the AEC pro- 
penal. We have asked your office to appear at the June 16 hearing to 
present preliminary views on those aspects of the proposal which are 
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deemed worthy of specific inquiry and analysis. lt is our hope that 
such testimony will assist in delineating the major issues involved 
in order to assist the Committee, the industry, and the public. St 
may be necessary for our staffs to meet again informally in order to 
reach more definite conclusions concerning the scope of your review. 

To be of maximum benefit to the Committee, it is requested 
that your report be made available by July 17, 1970. In this connection, 
I would be agreeable to a departure from your usual procedure of includ- 
ing the AEC comments in your report if you believe such action would 
facilitate submission of your report to the Committee by the requested 
date. 

Your assistance in thi& important matter is greatly appreciated. 

Chet Holifield 
Chairman 
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UNITED STATES 

MASHINGTON, D,C. 20545 

JUN 10 l-970 

Honorable Chet KoEifield 
Chairman 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 
Congress of the United States 

Dear Mro Holffield: 

You are familiar with the decision of the President, an- 
nounced on November 10, 1969, that the Atomic Energy Com- 
mission is to operate its aRra.nium enrichment facilities in 
a manner which approaches more closely a commercial enter- 
pri se o Paarsuant to this request, the Commission has been 
studying possible bases upon which the enrichment service 
charge could be established which would best meet the cri- 
terion of comparability to a commercial operation, As an 
outcome of these studies, it has been determined that the 
most appropriate basis for settkg the enriching charge in 
the future and meeting this criterion is the estimated cost 
of separative work from a new enriching plant utilizing ad- 
vanced technology and designed and operated for the primary 
purpose of meeting civilian nuclear power requirements, 

This change in the basis for the establishment of an en- 
riching charge by the Commission requires amendment to the 
Uranium Enrichment Services Criteria, at Section 5, gara- 

Attachment r'RAPB is the amendment to the Criteria 
which has been developed to effectuate this change. This 
amendment to the Criteria is herewith submitted to the 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy for its review pursuant to 
Section 161,~ of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. 

While the basis for the enriching charge is to be changed 
under the revised Criteria, we are making no change in the 
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Honorable Chet Holifield 

present ceiling charge for enrichment services. You will 
recall that this ceiling was established at $30 per kilo- 
gram unit of separative work, subject to upward escalation 
for the cost of electric power and labor. By maintaining 
the current ceiling charge provisions, our domestic and 
foreign customers can continue to have the same assurances 
as to price in their long-term enrichment services con- 
tracts. 

It has further been determined that the charge for enrich- 
ing services on the basis of the amended Criteria will be, 
set at $28.70 per kilogram unit of separative work. The 
specific financial basis for this charge is presented in 
Attachment "B1' Upon establishment of the amended Criteria, 
the Commission'will announce this charge by publication in 
the Federal Register. The new charge will go into effect 
180 days after such publication, in accordance with para- 
graph 5,(j) of the Criteria, 

The majority of the Commissioners support this change in 
the Criteria and the new enrichment charge of $28.70 per 
kilogram unit of separative work. The separate views of 
Commissioner Ramey are explained in Attachment l'C1l. 

We would be pleased to provide any further information in 
this connection as the Committee may require. 

Cordially, 

14 
Chairman 
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REVISION OF URANIUM ENRICHM2NT SERVICES CRITERIA 

Section 5 - General Features of 

Standard Domestic Contracts 

Para, (c) - Charge for Enriching Services: 

Subpara. (1) - No change. 

Subpara, (2) - The Act requires that such charges pro- 

vide reasonable compensation to the Government. In 

recognition of the commercial nature of the primary 

market to be served, and of the fact that the existing 

facilities were constructed primarily for non- 

commercial markets, AECUs charge for enriching ser- 

vices will be established at the level estimated to be 

equivalent to the charge for separative work performed 

in new uranium enrichment facilities designed, con- 

structed and operated primarily to meet commercial 

markets, using debt-equity ratios, rates of return on 

investment, and appropriate allowances for Federal 

Corporate income taxes, state and local taxes and in- 

surance deemed by the Commission to be appropriate for 

a private industrial enriching enterprise, 

Subpara. (3) - AEC will review periodically the charge 

for enriching services on the basis of: (a) updated 

projections of the cost of separative work produced in 

a new enriching plant, and (b) the cost of money in 

the private sector of the economy. As a result of 

such reviews, AEC will make any appropriate revisions 

in the charge for enriching services in accordance 
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with subparagraph 5.(c)(Z), but within the limitations 
of subparagraph 5(d). 

Attachment "Btl 

Assumptions Used as Basis 

for Enrichment Charge of $28.70 

Plant - A new gaseous diffusion plant, constructed at a 
separate site and incorporating technology antici- 
pated to be available in 1975. 

Capacity 

Investment 

Power Usage 

Power Cost 

- 8.75 million kg. S.W./yr. 

- $880 million (1970 dollars) 

- 2400 MW 

- 4.5 mills/Kwhr. 

Operation & Mainte- 
nance (excluding 
power); R&D and 
Process Support - $16 million/yr. 

Financial 

Debt/Equity Ratio - 50/50 

Post-tax Return on 
Equity - 12% 

Interest Rate on 
Debt - 7% 

Amortization Period - 25 years 
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UNITED STATES 

ATQMIC ENERGY COmISSIQN 

WASHINGTON, 

JUN 10 I.5670 

Id. B. McCool, Secretary 

NT OF 

C 459/117, which was approved at Commission Meeting 2422 
on Wednesday, June 10, 1970, revises the Criteria upon 
which the Commission establishes the charge for separative 
work and establishes a new charge based on the revised 
Criteria, (The original charge of $26/SWlJ was formalized 
at a Commission Meeting on April 26, 1967 on the basis of 
the Criteria which were formally established on December 23, 
1966.) This revision to the Criteria requjires that the 
charge for separative work. be developed under assumptions 
of pri.vate%y financing the construction and operation of a 
new uranium enrichent plant, as might be appropriate for a 
private industriali enterprise, and results in an increase 
in the curretit'$26/SW charge to $28,70. This approach was 
tentatively approved by the Commission at Information Meet- 
ing E030 on May 22, 1970, In this memorandum for the rec- 
okd, I am setting forth my reasons for dissenting from the 
Commission's tentative approval on May 22 and final approva% 
on June 10, 1970, of these changes, 

ile I recognize that the Commission worked diligently to 
achieve an accommodation of various objectives and factors, 
1 cannot agree with the new Criteria and charges for the 
following reasons: 

a, I believe the provision in the existing CrFte- 
ria to 'Passure recovery of appropriate Govern- 
ment costs over a reassnablbe period. of time'* 
is a better basis for establishing the charge 
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for separative work than hypothetical commer- 
cial criteria. Since the gaseous diffusion 
plants were built with Government money to sup- 
ply Government needs and will continue to be 
operated by the Government for the foreseeable 
future, it does not seem to me appropriate to 
amend the Criteria to reflect hypothetical non- 
Governmental factors. Such a change would ne- 
gate the flexibility now available under Sec- 
tion 161.~ of the Act, and unnecessarily pre- 
maturely head us in the direction of disposi- 
tion of the diffusion plant facilities. While 
I believe we should in good faith keep the pros- 
pect of disposition in mind, I believe we should 
remain flexible during this period. 

The new Criteria could necessitate even higher 
prices for uranium enrichment in future years 
and thus could impede the growth of the nuclear 
power industry during this period of tight 
money, high interest rates and growing shortages 
of electrical power reserves. 

In addition, it seems rather incongruous to set 
up these hypothetical commercial criteria 
against which AEC will be measured and held re- 
sponsible when, despite such a revision, AEC 
will still lack the authority to budget and 
operate like a corporation in obtaining and 
using funds from revenues and issuing bonds. 

I would be agreeable to maintaining separate 
uranium enrichment accounts, based on Govern- 
ment costs, for use in reporting the financial 
condition and the results of toll enriching 
operations, and the use of supplemental statis- 
tical tables as indicators of the probable fi- 
nancial results under assumptions of private 
financing. 

b. My preference is to maintain the charge for 
separative work at the present $26/SWU under 
the existing Criteria. Staff analyses indicate 
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that a charge of $26/SWU, including a 15% con- 
tingency, can be maintained if costs for the 
existing plants are averaged over a 15-year 
period. Attachment I provides the details of 
this calculation, 

The original lo-year period of FY 1966-1975 

periods of low-utilization of these facilities 
and the 1970 to 1980 period would also reflect 
the effects of high interest rates. A 15-year 
period on the other hand would be characterized 
by a more advantageous period of full power 
utilization and hopefully more reasonable in- 
terest rates. 

Looking at the demand for U-235, it appears 

ities for 15 years and their useful life will Illlllllllllllllllllllllll 

c. As I indicated during Commission consideration 
of this matter, I would be agreeable to estab- 
lishing an enrichment charge of $28/SWU - if 
it were developed under the existing Criteria 
utilizing the shorter time period, ioemp 10 
years, and recognizing the lesser amount of 
separative work produced during the period. 
This calculation is also illustrated in Attach- 
ment I. Such a charge could also be supported 
based on projected costs over the FY 1971-1980 
period excluding a specific contingency allow- 
ance but including interest at 9%, a rate well 
above the very high rates currently being ex- 
perienced and near the BOB specified 10% median 
rate to be used in AEC analyses. A charge in 
the $28 range could b e related to commercial 
financial criteria in the supplemental statis- 
tical table mentioned in a. above. 

d. If it is determined that the Criteria must be 
amended to provide a commercial basis, I recom- 
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structure, looking to disposition to one or 
more private and publicly owned utility con- 
sortia as suggested by Mr. Philip Sporn, be 
considered as the basis for determining the 
charge for separative work. 

/S/ 
James T. Ramey 

Commissioner 

Attachment: 
Projected Unit Charge for 
Separative Work - $/SWU 
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June 4, 1970 

(5% Government Financing) 

All Other Operating 

CIP-cvpy 

Dep~eCiatiOl-& 

Added Factor%/ 

Base Unit Cost 

Contingency 

Unit Charge 

Separative Work MEMJ) 

/ 

1971 - 1980 1971 - 1985 

Sal,90 $10.80 

3.10 2.60 

2.00 3.00 

3.60 3,20 

3,80 3.30 

$24.40 $22.90 

3,60 3.30 

$28 $26 

178,000 312,000 

L.1 Cost components of base unit cost individually include 
the interest on greprocluction. 

21 For existing plant, unimpoved, at 4.37 m/kwh. See also 
note 3, 

3/ Separative work produced from cascade improvements is 
charged in at $13,7O/SWU which recovers all. costs asso- 
ciated with cascade improvements (including CUP power 
at 4.5 mkwha) by 1990. 

31" Adjusted by the Conway formula. 
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LJ N ITEU S-l A-f I3 

AToM JC ENERGY C8MM ISSIC)N 
WASHINGTON. D C. 20545 

JUL 1 1970 

Mr. Paul G. Dembl ing 
Genera 1 Counsel 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Dembl ing: 

This is in response to your letter of June 19, 1970, which 
discusses: (1) the revision of our Uranium Enrichment Services 
Criteria which the Commission intends to establish and which, 
in accordance with Section 161 v. of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended, has been submitted for review by the Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE); and (2) the charge which 
the Commission intends to establish pursuant to this revision. 
You have requested our views on the legality of the proposed 
charge and any comments we may wish to offer regarding this 
matter. 

The enclosed Opinion of our General Counsel concludes that the 
revision of the Uranium Enrichment Services Criteria and the 
associated charge will, upon establishment, be legally valid 
under Section 161 v. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. 
It further concludes that the Criteria need not contain specific 
references to the intent stated in the JCAE Reports: that the 
Commission “consider not only the Government’s cost in providing 
enrichment services but also the national interest in the 
development and util itation of nuclear power.” Rather, the 
Opinion considers that these are guide1 ines which were intended 
to be considered in any event by the Commission in establishing 
charges that provide reasonable compensation, regardless of 
whether they are repeated in the Criteria. 

Your letter states that the charge for enrichment services 
which the Commission intends to establish appears not to be 
based on the cost to the Government of providing such services. 
Neither the Act itself, nor the Congressional intent, requires 
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that the charge be based solely on the Government’s cost. 
Rather, they provide flexibility as to the basis for the charge, 
requiring only reasonable compensation and the consideration 
of two guide1 ines, the Government’s cost in providing enrich- 
ment services and the national interest in the development 
and utilization of nuclear power, in arriving at a charge. 

The Commission util ized these guide1 ines in the formulation 
of the present and the revised Criteria and will continue to 
consider them in its implementation of the Criteria. On the 
basis of our analysis, we consider that application of the 
revised Criteria will recover the Government”s projected costs 
in providing enrichment services. Should the revised Criteria 
because of changed circumstances present the possibility that 
their appl ication would not afford ful 1 recovery of the 
Government’s projected costs> the Commission would consider 
whether it would be appropriate to revise the Criteria or 
whether it is in the national interest in the development and 
utilization of nuclear power to retain them even though full 
cost recovery might not be achieved. 

Finally, it is our view that reasonable compensation may be 
based on “valuei’ as well as cost, and a logical basis for 
determining the “value” of enrichment services from the present 
plants is the cost of similar services in new facilities 
established on a commercial basis. 

We shall be pleased to provide any further assistance you may 
require. 
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UNITED STATES 

ATBMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

WASI-IINGTON. D C 20545 

July 2, 1970 

LEGAL VALIDITY OF REVISED 
UIUNIUN ENRICXMENT sERVICES CRITERIA 

AND CHARGES 

On June 11, 1970, the Commission submitted to the Congressional Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy under section 161~. of the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended (hereinafter the "Act") its proposed revision 
of that part of the uranium enrichment services criteria previously 
established in 1966 having to do with the basis for the charge for 
the enriching service. The revised criteria provided for establish- 
ment of the enrichment charge as that estimated for separative work 
performed in new uranium enrichment facilities designed, constructed, 
and operated primarily to meet commercial markets and postulating 
debt-equity ratios9 rates of return on investment, and allowances for 
taxes and insurance as deemed by the Commission to be appropriate for 
a private industrial enriching service. In my opinion the proposed 
revision to the criteria and the charge proposed to be established 
in accordance therewith would be legally valid under section 161~. 
of the Act. 

Section 1 of the Act declares it "to be the policy of the United 
States that-- 

"b a the development, use, and control of atomic 
energy shall be directed so as to promote 
world peace, improve the general welfare, 
increase the standard of living:, and 
strengthen free competition in pr=te 
enterprise." (emphasis added) - 

Consistent with the above declaration of purposer the Commission's 
letter of March 15, 1963, forwarding its draft private ownership of, 
special nuclear materials legislation (which, with certain changes 
made by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy after hearings, was 
enacted into law as the Private Ownership of Special Nuclear Materials 
Act of 1964, Public Law 88-4891, contained the following statement as 
one of the major intended effects of the proposed legislation: 
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?2 D It would allow and eventually require electric 
utilities to obtain nuclear fuel under more nearly the 
same economic conditions that apply to coal, oil, and 
natural gas and would thus permit a more realistic 
comparison of commercial aspects of nuclear and 
conventional power. Competitive nuclear power cannot 
really be demonstrated until normal economic factors 
relating to ownership and use of nuclear fuels exist."'L/ 

During the testimony on July 30, 1963, at the hearings on this pro- 
posed legislation Commissioner Robert E. Wilson stated that a major 
advantage of the legislation would be that: 

"It would allow, and eventually require., electric 
utilities to obtain nuclear fuel under conditions 
comparable to those for other fuehsg and would 
thus permit a more realistic comparison of the 
true competitive aspects of nuclear and 
conventional power."Z/ - 

In its report recommending passage of the proposed private ownership 
amendment (Senate Report No. 1325 and House Report No. 1702, 88th 
Congress, 2nd Session, August 5, 1964) the Joint Committee stated at 
pa 9: 

"Private ownership legislation can thus assist in 
encouraging long-term planning for the development of 
nuclear power under conditions similar to those which 
obtain in the case of alternate sources of energy." 

Among the amendments to the Act effected by the Private Ownership of 
Special Nuclear Materials Act was the addition of Subsection 161~. 
providing long-term contracting authority and specifying certain 
conditions under which the Commission would produce or enrich for 
others special nuclear materials in its facilities. The subsection 
specifies that prices for such services shall be "established on a 
nondiscriminatory basis" and "on a basis which will provide reasonable 
compensation to the Government.se The subsection also requires that the 

I-/ Hearings on Private Ownership of Special Nuclear Materials Before 
the Subcommittee on Legislation of the Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy, 88th Gong., 1st Sess. 189 (Comm. Print 1963). 

L/ Ibid. pe 4. 
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Commission establish criteria in writing setting forth the terms and 
conditions under which services provided under this subsection shall 
be made available and that before the Commission establishes such 
criteria, the proposed criteria shall be submitted to the Joint 
Committee for a 45-day period unless the Joint Committee by resolution 
in writing waives the conditions of, or all or any portion of, such 
45-day period, 

In its report cited above, the Joint Committee, after mentioning on 
page 2 that the Commission's charge would be "based generally upon 
the cost of doing necessary processing or 'separative' work in the 
Government's diffusion plants", discussed in some detail on pp* 17-18 
its concern with a possible situation in which a virtual or complete 
elimination of weapons requirements for enriched uranium, prior to 
the development of a large power reactor demand for such materials, 
might unduly increase the unit cost of separative work. It was 
concerned that such increased unit cost might impede the development 
of atomic power if prices were to be tied directly to fulL cost 
recovery. This point had been discussed during the 1963 hearings and 
came up repeatedly during the 1964 hearings on the proposed private 
ownership legislation. On page 18 of the report the Committee stated: 

"It is too early to predict with certainty the precise 
dimensions of this problem or the best method of 
solution. However, the statement in new subsection 
161~0, that charges for enrichment services shall be 
established on a basis which will provide 'reasonable 
compensation to the Government' is flexible. In 
arriving at this determination the Commission will 
have to consider not only the Government's costs in 
providing enrichment services but also the national 
interest in the development and utilization of 
nuclear power.W 

Although it is true that the above statements were made with specific 
reference to a possible need for the Charge for enriching services to 
be lower than the Government's full costs, there is nothing in the 
report or in statements made at the hearings which would preclude the 
possibility of setting prices higher than the Government*s full costs 
if this appeared to be in the national interest in the development 
and utilization of nuclear power. Qp&&, in view of the above 
mentioned statement of purpose in @@@g&on lb. of the Act and of the 
other statements as to reasons for and advantages of the legislation 
all as set forth at the beginning oi this opinion, it would seem fair 
to conclude that the Joint Committgg provided a flexible pricing 
charter which could be adapted to F$& whatever changing situation 
might develop. 
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The phrase "reasonable compensation" as used in subsection 161~. 
would, by the ordinary dictionary meaning of these words, clearly 
include the concept of charging more than full cost as well as less. 
The standard dictionaries include as alternate definitions of the 
word "compensation" the concept of "something that constitutes an 
equivalent" as well as "payment for value received or services 
rendered." The first of these alternate concepts can be eliminated 
since the language of the report clearly shows an intention that 
something less than cost to the Government might be established as 
a price. Also if "compensation" were used in the sense of equivalent 
or full cost recovery the word "reasonable" would not seem necessary 
or appropriate. 

The second concept has been articulated by some courts in terms of a 
quid pro quo for services rendered./ Others have expressly disting- 
uished "compensation" from ss~~~t," holding that "'compensation' is a 
term of larger scope than 'cost,' and especially than 'actual cost"'?/ 
and that reasonable compensation includes a suitable return upon the 
capital invested-S/ Still other courts in a quantum meruit context 
have expressed that a recovery in quantum meruit is synonymous with a 
recovery of reasonable compensation for unjust enrichment61 and that - 
such an action includes a recovery of profits.l/ 

Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 757-8 (1969); Wilson v. United 
States, 135 F.2d 1005, 1009 (3d Cir. 1943). 
Mayor, etc, of City of Newton v. Boston & A.R. Co. et al., 172 Mass. 
5, 51 N,E. 183 (1898) 
Boston and Worcester Railroad Corp. v. Western Railroad Corp., 80 
Mass, 253 (1859); Metropolitan Railroad Co. v. Quincy Railroad Co., 
94 Mass. 262 (1866); Metropolitan Railroad Co. v. Highland Street 
Railway Co. ) 118 Mass. 290 (1875); Cambridge Railroad Company v. 
Charles River Street Railway Co. 9 139 Mass. 454, 1 N.E. 925 (1885). 
All involve construction of statutes requiring railroads with 
interconnecting lines to render service to each other in return for 
reasonable compensation, Stats. 1845, c. 191, 02, amended by Stats. 
1864, c. 229 and Stats. 1871, c. 381, 
Hillyer v. Pan American Petroleum Corp., 225 F. Supp. 425, 434 
(N.B. Okla. 1963). 
Ferber Co. v. Ondrick, 310 F.2d 462 (1st Cir. 1962), cert. den. 373 
U.S. 911; Central Steel Erection Co. v. Will, 304 F.2d 548 (9th Cir. 
1962); Bignold v. King County, 399 P.2d (Wash.) 611, 617 (1965). 
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Under 39 USCA 6203(b) a railroad is "...entitled to receive fair and 
reasonable compensation..." for mail transportation service. We have 
been informally advised by the Interstate Commerce Commission that 
there have been no judicial decisions involving this section but that 
the Commission as a matter of long standing practice includes profit 
or return on investments in determining "fair and reasonable 
compensationlt under this statute. 

The above interpretation of the term "reasonable compensationll as it 
appears in Subsection 161~. is consistent with the basic statute 
defining Government-wide pricing policy, 31 USCA 483a, which imposes 
no "full cost recovery" limitation. On the contrary, it specifically 
prescribes "value to the recipient" as one of the factors (in addition 
to "direct and indirect cost to the Government" "public policy or 
interest served" and "other pertinent facts") for consideration by a 
Federal agency in establishing prices for services or other things of 
value. The statute provides in pertinent part: 

"It is the sense of the Congress that any work, service, 
publication, report, document, benefit, privilege, 
authority, use, franchise, license, permit, certificate, 
registration, or similar thing of value or utility 
performed, furnished, provided, granted, prepared, or 
issued by any Federal agency (including wholly owned 
Government corporations as defined in the Government 
Corporation Control Act of 1945) to or for any person 
(including groups, associations, organizations, 
partnerships, corporations, or businesses), except 
those engaged in the transaction of official business 
of the Government, shall be self-sustaining to the 
full extent possible, and the head of each Federal 
agency is authorized by regulation (which, in the 
case of agencies in the executive branch, shall be as 
uniform as practicable and subject to such policies 
as the President may prescribe) to prescribe therefor 
such fee, charge, or price, if any, as he shall 
determine, in case none exists, or redetermine, in 
case of an existing one, to be fair and equitable 
taking into consideration direct and indirect cost 
to the Government, value to the recipient, public 
policy or interest served, and other pertinent facts,... 
(emphasis added)g/ 

s/ Moreover, Congress has on occasion directed a federal agency to 
establish prices which would provide revenues in excess of costs. 
See 16 USCA 831 m. providing in pertinent part as follows: 
(continued on page 6) 
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Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-25 (re-issued September 23, 1959, 
superseding earlier versions), in. prescribing Presidential policies 
for implementation of this statute by agencies in the executive 
branch, contains the foilowing instruction in paragraph 3: 

"b o Lease or sale. Where federally ox:~ed 'iCs0urces 
or property are leased OK sold, a fair market 
value should be obtained, Charges are to be 
determined by the application of sound business 
management principles, and so fan as practicable 
and feasible in accordance with comparable 
ccmmercial practices, Charges need not be 
limited to the recavery of costs; they may pro- 
duce net revenues CLO the Government." 

This officially promulgated, long-standing directive clearly evidences 
a s&tutory Government-wide pricing policy favoring, under appropriate 
circumstancesg establishment of prices on a commercial basis so as to 

g/ (continued from page 53 
99 0 I) 0 It is declared to be the policy of this chapter 

that 9 in order, as soon as practicable, to make the 
power projects self-supporting and self-liquidating, 
the surplus power shabl be sold at rates which, in the 
opinion of the Board, when applied to the normal 
capacity of the Authority's [TiJA] power facilities, 
will produce gross revenues in excess of the cost of 
production of said power a O S19 

See also 16 USCA 831 n-4(f) which provides in pertinent part as 
follows: 

"The Corporation shall charge rates for power which will 
produce gross revenues sufficient to provide funds for 
operation, maintenance, and administration of its power 
system O m 5 paynenl;s to the Treasqury as a return on 
the appropriation investment pursuant: to subsection (e) 
of this section e o I 2nd such additional margin as 
the Board may consider desirable for investment in 
power system assets D * e and other purposes connected 
with the Corpora&ion's power business, having due regard 
for the primary objectives of the chapter, including 
the objective thatr power shall be sold at_ rates as 
isw as are feasible D y B erg 

As of December 1969, the Tennessee Valley AEthorizy had accumulated 
$643,911,000 in retained earnings from its power operations. Budget 
of the United States Governmen"~, L97P--Appendix, page 974. 
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produce net revenues to the Government over and above costs. Although 
B.O.B. Circular No. A-25 also enunciates a full cost recovery policy 
with respect to charges for Government-furnished "special services," 
this would impose no legal restriction on establishment of enriching 
charges by the Atomic Energy Commission under Subsection 161~. of its 
own organic statute. 

Even as a matter of Executive Branch policy, the Circular A-25 cost 
limitation on charges for services does not appear inconsistent with 
the Commission's proposed amended criteria and charges for enriching 
services, since the type of services contemplated by A-25 (as 
illustrated by the ten examples specified therein) are entirely 
different in nature from enriching uranium, which involves a 
manufacturing process and delivery of an end product to the customer. 
The legislative history of the private ownership amendment and the 
actual facts of an enrichment transaction demonstrate that there was 
a legislative choice of treating the enrichment transaction as the 
furnishing of a service or the exchange of one product and a sum of 
money for another more valuable further processed product. The 
reasons favoring treatment of the function as a service appeared 
weightier and prevailed. 

Under the authority of 31 USCA 483a (discussed above) and of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Commission adopted in 1955 
its uniform pricing policy (ABCM, Chapter 1701) which starts out with 
the following general policy statement (AECM 1701-01): 

"Materials and services furnished by the AEC to others 
shall be priced at the higher of full-cost recovery 
or current commercial prices so long as these prices 
(a) will not discourage the use of such materials and 
services or the development of sources of supply of 
such materials or services for which the AEC is now 
the sole or main source, and (b) will not discourage 
research and development and the use of commercial 
products in the field of atomic energy application." 

Under this uniform pricing policy, the Commission has established 
prices on bases other than full cost recovery, such as charging the 
commercial equivalent for the use of Government-owned facilities S)r 
equipment in performance by contractors of private, commergial work, 
in charging less or more than cost with respect to various radis- 
isotopes, and in establishing prices for chemical processing of 
irradiated fuels on the basis of a conceptual plant. In conneqtion 
with the latter, Congressman Saylor stated in floor debate on the 
Private Ownership of Special Nuclear Materials Bill: 
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"Mr. Saylor. Jr * * 

II . ..The members of the Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy have reported to us legislation which will 
eventually get rid of several of the subsidies 
involved in this program, after a transition period 
of several years. I want to compliment the Joint 
Committee on this action. It shows a determination 
to preserve fair competition, which is the cornerstone 
of the free enterprise system that has made America 
so strong. My congratulations, gentlemen, 

**Jr 

"Mr. Speaker, one of the principal subsidies 
remaining in the atomic energy program, after 
enactment of the legislation now before us, involves 
the low price charged by ARC for enriching natural 
uranium,.. 

"1 am pleased to note, on page 18 of the Joint 
Committee's report on this bill, that the Joint 
Committee intends to follow this matter very closely 
in the years ahead. I believe that action should be 
taken in the near future to establish a realistic 
price which would be equivalent to that which would 
be charged if these plants were owned and operated by 
private enterprise. There is precedent for such 
procedure--precedent established by the ARC itself in 
establishing prices for fuel reprocessing on the basis 
of a 'conceptual plantOP" 110 Cong. Rec. I.9518 (daily 
ed. Aug. 18, 1964). 

I do not consider it necessary that the criteria contain specific 
reference to the legislative intent stated in the Joint Committee 
Reports that the Commission "consider not only the Government's cost 
in providing enrichment services but also the national interest in 
the development and utilization of nuclear power,s' since these are 
guidelines which were intended to be observed by the Commission in 
establishing charges that provide reasonable compensation whether or 
not they are repeated in the criteria. In this regard, it should be 
noted that while the criteria now in effect refer to the recovery of 
appropriate cost, they do not refer to the "national interest in the 
development and utilization of nuclear power." In formulating the 
present and the revised criteria, the Commission in fact did consider 
the Government's cost in providing enrichment services and the 
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national interest in the development and utilization of nuclear 
power. In its implementation of the criteria the Commission will 
have to continue to consider these guidelines and, in the unlikely 
event the application of the revised criteria because of changed 
circumstances present the possibility that their application would 
not afford full recovery of the Government's projected costs the 
Commission would have to consider whether it would be appropriate to 
revise the criteria or whether it is in the national interest in 
the development and utilization of nuclear power to retain them 
even though full cost recovery might not be achieved. 

For the above reasons, it is my opinion that the amendments to the 
criteria submitted by AEC to the Joint Committee afford a basis 
which will provide reasonable compensation to the Government and 
the charges established in accordance therewith are legally valid. 
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COPY 
FOR ImEDIATE RELEASE MOVmEW 20, 1969 

Office of the White House Press Secretary ----------------------------------------------------------- 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

resident announced today that he has asked the Atomic 
Commission to operate its uranium enrichment facili- 

ties as a separate organizational entity within the c, in 
a manner which approaches more closely a commercial enter- 
priSe* The facilities are located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; 
Paducah, Kentucky; and Portsmouth, Ohio * 

Although these facilities were originally developed for na- 
tional defense purposes, national needs for enriched ura- 
rlim are now largeEy commercial. Future Government re- 
quirements are expected to be relatively small_. These fa- 
cilities are currentlLy operating at about 40% capacity. 
Commercial demand2 however, is expected to rise and eventu- 
ally require additional capacity. 

The President9s decision is based on his belief that the 
Federal GovernmentPs responsibility for uranium enrichment 
as the owner-operator of the nation's only enrichment facil- 
ities eventually should be ended. He believes that these 
facflities should be transferred tlo the private sector, by 
sale, at such time as various national interests will best 
be served, including a reasonable return to the Treasury. 

Since the optimum time for this transfer wi11 be sometime in 
the future o the President wib'h not seek legislation at this 
time to authorize sale of the facilities to private indus- 
try* The establis nt of a new entity, which wi%P be an 

C Directorate will carry on the businesslike management of 
plant operations and will establ.ish separate accounts fully 
refbesting commerciab criteria for financial accounting, 

So long as the Government is the sole source 0% enrichment 
services in this country, the President emphasized that it 
is essential. that we continua1Ey assure an adequate supp%y 
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of enriched uranium for commercial and governmental users 
and to meet our foreign commitments. 

Operations are to be funded by receipts from commercial 
sales and, as necessary, by annual appropriations. The 
Atomic Energy Commission has been directed to develop a de- 
tailed plan for implementing this decision. 

Depending on the timing9 sale of these plants could free 
Federal resources for more pressing national uses. Reve- 
nues from sale at an appropriate time would be considerable. 
In addition, $2 billion or more is expected to be needed , 
over the next lo-15 years to expand plant capacity to meet 
increasing commercial demand. 
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AEC CASE STUDIES 

GE OF $28.70 

APPENDIX V 

PERFORMED IN AXRIVING AT A NEW UNIT 

ON A COMMERCIAL FINANCIAL STRUCTURE 

FOR A NEW GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT 

(Dollars per unit of separative work) 

Debt-equity 
Debt-equity returns Amortization-period 

ratio (percent) (years) 
-lc 
L3 

50-50 8-13 
7-13 
6-13 

31.90 
31.50 
31,lO 

20 - 

30.60 
30.20 
29.80 

25 - 

30.00 
29.60 
29.20 

3-12 
7-12 
6-12 

31,lO 
30.80 
30.40 

60-40 8-13 
7-13 
6-13 

8-12 
7-12 
6-12 

30.60 
30.10 
29.70 

30.00 
29,50 
29.10 

1. 

2, 
30 
4, 
5, 
6. 
7. 
8. 

29.80 
29.40 
29 .oo 

29.20 
28.70 
28.20 

28.50 
28.10 
26,70 

29,20 
28.70 
28.30 

28.50 
28.00 
27.50 

27.80 
27.40 
26.90 

29.80 
29,30 
28.90 

28.90 
28.40 
28.00 

28.20 
27.70 
27.20 

27.50 
27.00 
26.50 

8,750,OOO units of separative work annually in a gaseous 
diffusion plant at new site. 

All costs in terms of 1970 dollars. 
Initial capital investment--$880 million. 
Power assumed available at 4.5 mills per kilowatt hour. 
Accelerated depreciation. 
25-year capital amortization. 
1975 technology base, 
Includes flywheel inventory equal in value to 2 months1 

separative work output of plant. 
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GAO CASE STUDIES PERFORMEll BY AEC TO TEST THE 

SENSITIVITY OF CERTAIN FINANCIAL GROUND RULES ON THE 

ESTIMATED ENRICHING CHARGE 

(Dollars per unit of separative work) 

Debt-equity 
returns 90-10 

Debt-equity ratio 
70-30 50-50 30-70 

6-10 23.70 24.90a 26.70 29.10a 
6-13 24.00 26.00a 29,20 32.80a 

7-10 24.40 25.40 27.10 29.20 
7-12 24.60 26.10 28.70 31.60 
7-13 24.70 26.50 29.60 32.90 

8-12 25.10a 26.60a 29.20 31.80a 
8-13 25.50a 27.OOa 30.00 33.00a 

9-10 26.00 26.40a 27.90 
9-13 26.30 27.50 30.40 

29.40a 
33.10a 

Assumptions 

1. 8,750,OOO units of separative work annually in a gaseous 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

diffusion plant at new site. 
All costs in terms of 1970 dollars. 
Initial capital investment--$880 million. 
Power assumed available at 4,5 mills per kilowatt hour. 
Accelerated depreciation. 
25 year capital amortization. 
1975 technology base. 
Includes flywheel inventory equal in value to 2 months' 

separative work output of plant. 

aDue to time limitation case studies were not performed to 
obtain these figures but rather a formula provided by AEC 
was used together with interpolation. AEC agreed that the 
figures were reasonably representative. 
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'EME INDUSTRY 'DUW5 RETURN 

WITAL OF THE 

500 LARGEST fESDU~!f%IAL CORPORATIONS (note a) 

PharRkaceuticals 
Soaps 1 cosmetics 
%aeasUring, scientfffc 5, and photographic 

equipment 
Tobacco 
Mining 
Farm and industrial machinery 
Apparel 
Office machinery (inc%ude$ compuh2rs) 
AppSiances, e%eci333nics 
Metal products 
Publishing and psinting 
Food and bevera 
Shipbuilding, raitbroad equipment, 

mobile homes 
Motor vehicles amzl parts 
Aircraft and parI% 
Petroleum refining 
paper and wood products 
Chemical3 
Glass, cement, gypsum, concrete 
Metal manufacturing 
Rubber 
Texti%es 

A%% industries 

aThe data was extracted from the May 15670 
Nanazine and De-rmission to reproduce the 

E969 

%9.%% 
15.5 

%3*7 
%3,2 
%2,% 
1P.9 
%%a9 
I.107 
%%,5 
%%,5 
%%,4 
111.2 

1310% 
10.6 
PO.5 
%0,5 
k0.5 

9.9 
904 
9.2 
8.9 
9.9 

%%.3 

1968 

%9.S% 
16.9 

13.0 
B4.9 
16.8 
%2,2 
B3.0 
11.3 
11.9 
%2*4 
l.4.1 
12.1 

12.0 
E1.6 
YL2.2 
Pa.8 
%O,O 

907 
8.7 
9.9 

12.3 
8,3 

P1.9 

issue of Fortune 
data was obtained, 
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Rank 
19691968 Company 

11 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 7 

7 6 

8 8 

9 9 

10 10 

American Tel. 6 Tel. 
(New York) 

Consolidated Edison 
(New York) 

Pacific Gas h Electric 
(San Francisco) 

Southern California 
Edison (Los Angeles) 

Commonwealth Edison 
(Chicago) 

American Electric Power 
(New York) 

Southern Company 
(Atlanta) 

Public Service Elec- 
tric h Gas (Newark) 

El Paso Natural Gas 

Columbia Gas System 
(New York) 

THE10LABGESFDTILITIES 

hUlKED BY ASSETS) 

AND A COMPOSITE TOTAL 

OF THE EEHAINING 40 LARGEST DTILITIES (note a) 

Total for top 10 

Composite total for remein- 
ing 40 

Total 

aThe data was extracted from the May 
data was obtained. 

Assets 

Net income 
Operating Invested as percent 

revenues Net income capital of invested 
hvte b) (note c) (note d) - (note e) 

(000 omitted) 

s 43,903,121 $15,683,767 $2,198,698 $23,528,032 9.3 

4,069,553 1,028,254 127,189 1,836,728 6.9 

4,014,502 1,054,311 169,749 1,688,752 10.1 

3,002,190 

2,948,143 

642,124 107,869 1,222,582 8.8 

801.149 132,345 1,070,000 12.4 

2,786,608 612,515 106,329 764,545 13.9 

2,737,552 666,265 94,018 784,236 12.0 

2,331,104 684,026 90,865 887,884 10.2 

1,908,466 887,715 48,517 485,687 10.0 

1.893.964 773.517 

69,595,203 22,833,643 

81.489 697 .o39 11.7 

3,157,068 32,966,285 9.577f 

47.973.989 J4.513.725 1.857.928 16.947.512 

$117.569.192 $371347.368 $5.014.996 $49.913.797 -- 

capital 

10 963f - 

rL.odszf 

1970 issue of Fortune Magazine, and permission to reproduce the 

b Total assets employed in business, net of depreciation, December 31, 1969. Assets of consolidated 
subsidiaries are included. 

'Gross receipts--including eny nonutility revenues from manufacturing, transportation, etc.--from 
operations during calendar year 1969. 

dAfter texes and after special items when any are shown on the income statement. 

eNet worth--sum of capital stock, surplus, and retained earnings--as of December 31, 1969.. Comson 
and preferred stocks of subsidiaries have been excluded. 

f  The respective weighted averages of net income as a percent of invested capital. 
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